Linda Moulton Howe Interview on Coast To Coast AM regarding Global Warming Mongering
Dear Coast To Coast AM, George and Art and Linda -

I love your show and rarely hear anything I strongly disagree with. But tonight was a rare exception. I am extremely disappointed in Linda Moulton Howe who is normally a very impressive and knowledgeable expert on her subjects. Linda has apparently been taken in by the green extreme paradigm. She is too bright of a gal to not see the truth once she gets the complete picture.

The sources that Linda Molten Howe is quoting on your show tonight, Friday, October 24, 2008,
structure in his book "Meltdown", page 233. Magazines such as Nature and Science magazine, etc. and their publishers and the UN are tied into the government funding of "science" related groups pandering to the green extreme environmental groups which are all tied into a positive feedback paradigm whereby they obtain funding and grants perpetuating this myth.

If you are a scientist and on the government dole, directly or indirectly and do not support the global warming myth you get no funding according to Professor Patrick J. Michaels and other independent sources I have read.

There is NO independent peer reviews of science theories anymore. They are all cooked reviews to get the funding.

Behind this funding is also a massive "hidden agenda" to take over of our private and public property which is the real reason this deception of global warming and flooding "shock and awe" are used to stampede the public to approve anything necessary to lock up huge tracks of private and public lands.

Here are a couple good sites to check all this out. These are very reliable sources.
http://www.sovereignty.net/
https://www.takingliberty.us/

An article by Senator Inhofe FYI
http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=1439

Please do not let Linda's interview tonight go without equal time from a strong professional rebutting this global warming mongering.

The UN climate models she is quoting are highly distorted and not reliable. We cannot even predict the weather for tomorrow let alone the extended time periods they are projecting out to. I have been in this business of modeling before and it does not work. It especially does not work on natural phenomena with highly interdependent and numerous variables. Those who play play with these climate model or any statistical model create any outcome they want just by varying the type and number and weight of the dependent variables. These models are only political junk science clay. No scientist whose career and reputation depends on the outcome is going to be unbiased.
Professor Michaels and many other scientists have criticized this junk science tool. Get these two two books at least and read them thoroughly, "Meltdown and Satanic Gases" by Professor Patrick Patrick J. Michaels. Ask him to come on your show.

We are now entering an epochal cooling trend. These models and government funded UN and academic groups are cherry picking their data and time periods to generate disaster weather to continue their funding.

Check out the graphs above, their is no global warming.

Also please check out my web site where I have recently uploaded some 172 articles I have collected from fellow private property owners in America and also including some from Australia and New Zealand over the last 4 plus years all disproving this man caused global warming junk science myth, put out by the green government groups. I hope this helps.

- www.freedomforallseasons.org
- Click on the link "Freedom From Man Caused Global Warming Myths".
- This is a library created from articles and data out by many of the property rights people around the NW and Rocky Mountain states
- Please pay particular attention to the presentation by Dr. Willie Soon in the collection collection who has had the guts to stand up against the government collectivist coalition and tell the truth, i.e. the temperature trends on earth are all due to solar radiation cycles.
- Man's CO2 contribution is only .0012 TO .005 (.12% TO .5%) of the total greenhouse gases which is mostly water vapor.

These green extreme takings are orchestrated with weather, fish, animal and fowl junk science to sway public opinion to steal our private and public property. The Endangered Species Act is another fraud using this same junk science paradigm. Over 90% of the species are extinct naturally. The billions of dollars of our money thrown at this green EXTORTION was only able able to "save" less than a few percent and even that is highly questionable.
Thank you George and Art for the otherwise exceptional programming on your show. You are better than ever. Your guests and subjects are 99.9% right on with all my research over the last 5 years. I have turned off ALL the mainstream and even local radio talk shows because they do not address the core corruption in this country.

Linda, let me know if you have any further questions.
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